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Augmented reality (AR) is the integration of digital information with the user's environment in real 
time. Unlike virtual reality, which creates a totally artificial environment, augmented reality uses the 
existing environment and overlays new information on top of it. 

The project team (led by PAULEY, supported by HS2, the National College for High Speed Rail, WSP 
(lead developer of two HS2 stations) and Inventya) demonstrated the unique capabilities of an AR 
digital twin platform for use within a station environment. The project focused on the potential for AR 
technology to revolutionise the way in which rail station staff are trained and upskilled. The immersive 
environment was modelled on HS2’s Old Oak Common station. 

The HS2 station at Old Oak Common will be one of the UK’s busiest and best-connected stations it is 
designed to handle 275,000 customers every day. The high-quality multimodal transport interchange 
will provide easy transitions with several other mainline and commuter rail services, including the 
Elizabeth Line and the Great Western Main Line. It will set standards for the design and operation of 
transport infrastructure within the UK and further afield. 

Scope Part of Innovate 
UK Project 

PAULEY Expert in 
field 

Virtual Reality (Oculus Rift)  ✓ 

Augmented Reality (Microsoft HoloLens) ✓ ✓ 

Blended Learning ✓ ✓ 

MultiLens ✓ ✓ 

Multi-Stakeholder Collaboration ✓ ✓ 

Live stream Data Feeds ✓ ✓ 

Digital Twin ✓ ✓ 

3D Modelling / Animation ✓ ✓ 

Industry Leading ✓ ✓ 

Figure 1: Artist Design of Old Oak Common Station 
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Project Delivery 

PAULEY developed a highly innovative platform for 
mixed reality visualisation and data integration to 
create a digital twin of Old Oak Common. Immersive, 
mixed reality technology merges the real and virtual 
worlds, and using interactive overlays, provides a 
platform for enhanced cooperation, team 
coordination and real time analysis. 

The technology provides a valuable ability to devise 
and enact synthetic learning and continuity-
management scenarios for future emergencies, 
maintenance, fault finding and impact planning.  The 
outputs will serve to minimise future disruption for 
the travelling public, many years before the physical 
station is constructed. Stakeholders, employees and 
customers are all able to take the path through the twin environment that best reflects their personal 
priorities. The environment incorporates ‘customer personas’ to ensure operating staff are fully aware 
of the difficulties that these individuals may encounter and can take active measures to provide 
assistance as/when necessary. 

The timing of this project was advantageous as it coincided with the commencement of station 
development. WSP, as the contracted designer provided expert assistance into the functional view 
and imagined environment, providing a true simulation of the station to ensure it can be future 
proofed / managed. 

The digital twin facilitated delivery of training and competency in operations (control room, platform, 
maintenance, etc) and customer management,  improving the skill and competency of staff, boosting 
their ability to meet and exceed customer expectations. The findings have prompted improvements 
to plans for signage and customer information as physical remodelling, to optimise retail return-on-
investment and the customer experience. 

PAULEY and the project partners delivered a demonstrator structure for Old Oak Common, such that 
it can be scaled and rolled out to other HS2 stations and applied retrospectively to other major stations 
across the network (e.g. station modernisation or refurbishment projects). 

The AR platform allows companies to collaborate in this new synthetic environment. Broader end uses 

include: 

• Skills, training and competency management – Providing contemporary and engaging 
opportunities for professional training and competencies that are currently learnt in situ; 

• Customer experience – Attempting to imagine the world of expectation for millennials, their 
travel requirement and the impact that a station has on this process; 

• Maintenance instruction at the point of need – Visualising engineering maintenance activities 
to ensure that the impact on customer experience is minimised; 

• Health and safety – Deploying the emergency services to optimise scenario planning of major 
incidents (people flow, evacuation, emergency procedures); 

• Variable usage of space – Visualising the impact of design concepts upon the traveling public 
will facilitate improved engagement with perspective users and stakeholders; and 

• Wayfinding, signage and traffic flow – Relieving the directional frustration of travellers, 
enabling customers to locate their platform (or shop, restaurant, preferred exit etc) quickly 
and easily. 

Figure 2: Old Oak Common Digital Twin: 

Collaboration 
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Innovation and Value Added 

The AR platform provides a mechanism for stakeholders to collaborate in a new synthetic / digital 
environment rather than playing out the 
consequences in a physical station, at the 
potential inconvenience to the travelling public. 
The way data is often shared and 
communicated can be unstructured, patchy, 
confusing, often contradictory and rarely 
available at the point of need. The new 
platform unites individual and business 
requirements in a common data environment 
that utilises the advantages of mixed reality 
technology and enhances the customer journey 
at the station. Mixed reality blends the physical and digital worlds. It is the next evolution in human, 
computer, and environment interaction and unlocks possibilities that before now were restricted to 
our imaginations.     

The core platform enables stakeholders, employees and customers to undertake a complete digital 
journey of the station environment in a safe and collaborative real time augmented space. The 
platform innovation: 

• Updates as the station development as the project progresses through subsequent build 
stages. The conceptual information will be replaced by actual design and construction data.  

• Integrates with the internet of things data feeds from stations systems and products.  

• Accessible from a real-time collaboration point of view in AR to gather information.  

• Delivers training and competency in operations (control room, platform, maintenance, etc) 
and customer management. Improves the skill and competency of staff, and their ability to 
meet and exceed customer expectations. 

• Incorporates customer personas including Equality Act protected characteristics (e.g. the 
elderly, individuals travelling with children and/or luggage, wheelchair users, blind, deaf / hard 
of hearing and cognitive impaired) to ensure that operating staff are fully aware of the 
difficulties that these individuals may encounter and can take active measures to provide 
assistance as/when necessary.  

• Provides the ability to scenario plan, particularly for maintenance, fault finding and the 
consequential impact planning to minimise actual disruption for the travelling public. 
Potentially including an improved customer information feed to manage expectations and 
inform on corrective actions being taken. 

• Enables asset information modelling and building information modelling to be undertaken 
from a place of safety. The use of AR removes people from a position of danger and increases 
the quality of communication.  

• Provides a collaborative environment in which other stakeholders can visualise their concepts 
within a station environment prior to development to ascertain impact and RoI. 
 
 
   

 

 

Figure 3: Internal Station Design Old Oak Common  
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Collaborative Approach 

The project was led by PAULEY, but in essence was a true collaboration between all the project 
partners – PAULEY, HS2, NCHSR, WSP and Inventya. By working closely with all project partners, we 
delivered a platform that is multipurpose and works across industry and sectors. 

The platform will drive efficiencies within HS2 and beyond particularly through the delivery of more 
cost effective training and by ensuring that processes and procedures are undertaken in a more time 
efficient way – driving further cost savings. 

Benefits Potential 

PAULEY is building upon the digital twin concept and introducing more intricate and elaborate features 
- the HS2 Old Oak Common digital twin station will augment the physical and virtual worlds.  

The project deliverables were truly immersive and went beyond the limitations of AR. PAULEY is one 
of only 50 European companies to be accepted onto the prestigious Microsoft Mixed Reality Partner 
Program, an integrated program focused on enabling and supporting digital agencies, systems 
integrators, and solution providers who are committed to building mixed reality solutions for their 
clients. HoloLens provides a self-contained, holographic computer, enabling the users to engage with 
bespoke digital content and interact with holograms in an immersive environment. The mixed reality 
environment combines elements of both AR and VR, real-world and digital interactive objects. 

AR offers a seismic shift in working arrangements, data collaboration and support between rail 
technical staff, operations staff and the supply chain. The real benefit is that through this data 
environment, any physical point can be made available to the customers for real time management 
and communication. This presents a significant cultural and behavioural shift in how we communicate. 
Simulation can be incorporated with actual live feed data for immediate performance feedback to 
deliver a superior solution, providing an enhanced customer experience. 

Currently data is large, complex and can at times be somewhat chaotic. This innovative project 
introduced a format, structure and a mechanism for viewing the data in a collaborative way. 

The HS2 digital twin will, eventually, be connected to and incorporate live stream data regarding the 
current status. It will not just be a piece of CAD software with a model in it representing what is going 
on; it will derive value from data feeds and present this information via an augmented experience. 
The vast amounts of data collated from the station’s assets will prove to be invaluable to different 
stakeholders in a multitude of ways (maintenance, fault finding, wayfinding, stakeholder engagement, 
piloting new innovations, training etc). PAULEY helps organisations collaborate and empower their 
teams to drive a more efficient and productive network and workforce through immersive digital 
experiences.  

 


